
THE INTERWAR PERIOD FROM 1919 TO 1939

In the context of the history of the 20th century, the interwar period was the period between the World War. The interwar
period ended in September , with the invasion of Poland and the beginning of World War II. . The Government of India
Act failed to satisfy demand for independence. Mounting tension.

Often they moved to nearby industrial towns and cities. Fascist parties appeared with the idea that government
should control major industries and insure full employment, but the fascist rejected revolutionary change
pushed by the communists. The proletariat working classes would establish the final societyâ€”one without
classesâ€”where each person worked and gave to others freely as their needs dictated. The US Supreme Court
ruled the act unconstitutional. Hitler came to power after winning one German election and torched the world.
During the Great Depression, the USA passed many laws governing the economic life of the nation, but left
the basic concepts of capitalism in place. Experimentation with everything became acceptable because of the
national emergency. Economists also determined the amount of international trade was not fixed; thus, killing
mercantilism as a theory. Private banks borrow funds from the central bank at set interest rates and then loan
the money to their customers. Modern corporatism is said to be a form of fascism. Powerful expansionary
dictatorships emerged in Italy, Japan, and Germany. One is minimal government interference or laissez faire
economicsâ€”sometimes called classical economics. Since a nation on the gold standard cannot just print
money the belligerents in WWI went off the gold standard, allowing them to print more money to pay for the
war. Germany developed aircraft, submarines, and tanks in secret. Then came the stock market crash. They
had good reason to, because in the USSR millions of murders followed the implementation of communist
ideology. In essence, business was shutting down, markets were contracting, the economies of the world were
starting to collapse, and business investment was falling precipitously. The Lausanne Conference, held in the
middle of the Great Depression, terminated the wrangling over German repatriations by requiring one final
payment from Germany. Capitalism recognizes human selfishness and claims it is good when harnessed
correctly. Banks loan out the deposited money, retaining only a small amount in demand deposits to pay the
few customers coming into the bank on a normal day wanting cash. This allows businesses to maintain their
employment levels even though their goods are selling for less, otherwise if wages stay artificially high
employers must lay off employees as earnings fall. Their complete ruthlessness eliminated millions with
assembly line efficiency. Classical economist argue wages must drop to keep people employed; conversely,
Keynes argued that if wages drop it decreases incomes followed by in a drop in demand, which in turn
decreases production further dropping income and demand in a never-ending downward spiral. From to , the
changes were staggering. Japan constructed super battleships in violation of the treaties. The Republican or
"Loyalist" government, was on the defensive, but it received significant help from the Soviet Union. Naval
disarmament had collapsed and the issue became rearming for a war against Germany and Japan. This was
taking place worldwide, and some of the problems included the debts being carried from WWI. Predictability
was gone. Business profits fell sharply as well, with a sharp reduction in new business starts. Science, so
obvious in motion pictures, became more evident in everyday life. The Impressionist art movement started
bringing new vigor to the art world. Modern socialism continues to stress the importance of full employment,
generous benefits to laborers, and high taxes to support the educational, medical, and welfare aspects of
society. High taxes rob funds from private enterprise normally used to create jobs and additional goods. No
one knew what was coming next, and new programs constantly came out of Washington that reduced profits
and destroyed business flexibility. In the future appeared brilliant, now it emerged dark and menacing.
Checking the price of the air rifle one year later it had jumped over 30 percent. However, the price of US made
air rifles stayed the same thereby making them more competitive. How dumb are these Republicans anyway?
Therefore, the descending economic spiral began and would not stop.


